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‘Flashback’: Tracing Developments from
Electronic Paper to Dynamic Eenvironments in the
Software Flash.

This paper will argue that a shift has taken place on the World Wide Web from a
mode of written electronic documents to dynamic interfaces – that is structurally,
metaphorically and aesthetically. I emphasize the role of the software Macromedia
Flash in the emergence of contemporary web interface design, and how designs
made in this software may be seen to challenge established notions of the web
‘page’. In presenting a ‘flashback’ into the use of Flash in late 1990s web design, this
paper presents a compressed retrospective of some developments of website
interface design from early use of the software Flash, to contemporary use of this
application – aiming to raise discussion on new conceptions of web interface design
that has a looser relation to the metaphor of the book.
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‘Flashback’: tracing developments from electronic paper
to dynamic environments in the software Flash

Abstract
This paper will argue that a shift has taken place on the World Wide Web from a
mode of written electronic documents to dynamic interfaces – that is structurally,
metaphorically and aesthetically. I emphasize the role of the software
Macromedia Flash in the emergence of contemporary web interface design, and
how designs made in this software may be seen to challenge established notions
of the web ‘page’. In presenting a ‘flashback’ into the use of Flash in late 1990s
web design, this paper presents a compressed retrospective of some
developments of website interface design from early use of the software Flash, to
contemporary use of this application – aiming to raise discussion on new
conceptions of web interface design that has a looser relation to the metaphor of
the book.
Introduction
Interaction design has for some time been an established field within design
studies (Bennett 2002, Meadows 2003). The academic analysis of web interface
design, and interface aesthetic has been surprisingly absent in the literature of
design, HCI and media studies. As many studies of the web drive from a
sociological or literary perspective, the web is often discussed as an arena for
play on identity, community and performativity (Turkle 1995, Stone 1995,
Tronstad 2003). The rhetoric of the web has begun to be studied (Liestøl 1999,
Fagerjord 2003), often closely related to discussions of hypertext, (Nielsen 1993,
Landow 1997). Net art has been taken up in the art institutions and at the
academy (Popper 1993, Paul 2003). Several manuals on how to design web
sites exist, but they do not discuss web sites analytically (e.g. Greenspun 1999,
Siegel 1999, Davis 2003). Concerning the aesthetics of web site design, Rivett
(2000) claims that little emphasis has been placed on analyzing the web with a
focus on its specific forms and their contexts. Surprisingly, when it comes to
analysis of web sites design and aesthetic, there is a gap in the otherwise
extensive literature about the web. Munster (2003) seem to be one of the few
researchers taking this up. This paper will address this problem by focusing on
emergent interface designs, predominantly made in recent versions of the
application named ‘Macromedia Flash’. This application has mostly been studied
from a usability perspective, and has often been regarded as a toy for excessive
visual effects (Munster 2003). Although this paper is not predominantly about
Flash it discuss the importance of this application as a change agent in the
emerging kinetic interfaces now found on the web.
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It includes references to screenshots from web sites to support the
argument. The paper concludes by suggesting that a fuller conceptual and
analytical framework is needed to account for ongoing developments in interface
design in which spatial and temporal coherence and kinetics are central.
Perspectives
The paper has as its background a range of theories and methods: on a text
analytical tradition from media and communication studies (Manowich 2000,
Fagerjord 2003, Bolter & Grusin 1999, Tufte 1997), from contemporary
discussions on digital aesthetics (e.g. Cubitt 1998, Cloninger 2002, DiNucci
2003, Vartanian 2001), a broad literature on interaction design (e.g. Bolter &
Gromala 2003, Nielsen 2000) and from the authors’ extensive encounters with
new mediated designs on the web. This paper is positioned in the
interdisciplinary field of design studies in new media. It does not intend to give
detailed analysis of web sites, but to point to some emerging phenomena and is
thus part of a larger project investigating emerging visual and experimental
media on the web.
The book metaphor
Web interface design has evolved from the aesthetics and technology of the
book. Following Bolter & Grusin’s conceptualizations on remediation, a new
medium is bound to define itself in relationships to earlier technologies of
representation (Bolter & Grusin 1999). The book has so far been a powerful
metaphor for electronic communication, and in particular for web sites in terms of
an underlying ‘page metaphor’, and in the conceptualization of the ‘web page’.
Some contemporary websites designed in recent versions of Flash, however,
have followed different metaphors, and paved the way for other aesthetics.
Our now accepted understanding of traditional ‘pages’ in html, with links
between ‘documents’, is challenged by contemporary Flash designs, which do
not follow such a logic. This has implications for our understanding of the web,
and its discourse. The terminology at hand has largely been developed within the
framework of the HCI and hypertext traditions. While this work has been
pioneering, there is now a need to look at web sites anew - beyond the notion of
the ‘page’. First, however, a little further background.
Flashback to the nineties
In 1984 Apple introduced HyperCard with its unique interface design, electronic
with stacked ’pages’ on top of each other like a pile of paper, marking the
beginning of the electronic page (Manovich 2001: 74). Later, in 1990, when the
web and html was introduced, the web page was born. As the web developed,
html and browsers were extended in ways that made possible the inclusion of
visual elements such as images and animations.
The new electronic largely logo-centric ‘hypertext’ now became an
established field of research within the academy. In hypertext theory, the web
(which appeared later than the hypertext) was often regarded as inferior to other
hypertext systems because it does not have - many- to - one linking (Landow
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1999). The page metaphor inherent in the ‘web page’ with its concepts of ‘links’,
nodes, ‘lexias’ and ‘navigation’ corresponded well to the early web pages and
hypertexts. The application of the kinetic qualities of Flash for web interface
designs demonstrate that it is possible to design environments that do not have
such a close relationship to book technology and print discourse.
Flash as early structural tool
In the late 1990s, ‘tunnels’, dynamic transitions between ‘pages’ appeared. Flash
was originally introduced as a time-based vector graphics program for designing
scalable low bandwidth animations for the web. In its early days, Flash was used
in short linear and interactive animations for the web, but what most people
associate with this software is the ‘intros’, typical of many early sites using Flash
(Siegel 1996). The intros were linear animations typically containing a slogan,
and the name of the company spelled out in individual moving animated letters
accompanied by sound effects.
When Flash intros became a widespread design feature on the web, they
began to appear in long and elaborate versions. However, returning had to
repeatedly endure the same long animation. A hyperbolic example of such intros
can be seen in figure 1. below.

Figure 1. ‘Skip Intro’, (http://www.skipintro.nl/skipintro/skipintro98.htm), an
original Flash intro from 1998 parodying Flash intros.
Such was the extent of frustration that a ‘skip intro’ button was introduced. This
allowed the user to go straight to the main site. The idea of the tunnels and intros
was to create dynamic qualities better than the earlier gif animations embedded
in the ‘page’. This shift may be seen as an early transformation in web site
design. Later, tunnels began to disappear, but the Flash intros remained, and are
still to be found on the web.
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From static page to kinetic interface
Despite these criticisms, Flash escaped death as an annoying program, and
came to be used to design entire web sites due to software design iterations.
The aesthetics that evolved on the web in the late 1990s was closely
connected to the tools in Flash. Firstly, it was easy to create evenly coloured
opaque geometric shapes. The menu bar in the application made it easy to draw
simple figures, and to fill them with solid colour. It was possible to arrange these
in a layered timeline to make them move. It was also easy to scale and rotate
objects, and to make movable type in the animations. These features facilitated
an aesthetic of simplistic animation in solid colours. The use of the application
alternated between design of ‘content’ to web ‘pages’ in the form of embedded
animations, small interactive games etc. or as a more structural tool in the intros
and tunnels.
The aesthetic character of these web sites differs from those with the
animated intros and small animations to such an extent that they are not always
even recognized as designs crafted in Flash (Munster 2003). Influenced by
market dynamics, Macromedias’ position as the web animation software supplier
led to expanded functionality, transforming Flash into a software development
tool. It was still possible to create animations in Flash, but as ActionScript was
developed, Flash became an application also suitable for making web
applications (ibid). The use of Flash has been controversial because of the
proprietary quality of the code, owned by a company as opposed to the open
source html. Users need to download a Flash player to access Flash files. Yet,
the kinetic possibilities of this application continue to attract the creativity and
curiosity of interaction designers.
Several contemporary Flash sites are designed as one flexible
environment, and the user is not positioned to move between different ‘pages’
but stays in one ‘place’. These sites may contain videos, images text etc, but
whereas kinetic qualities of Flash make it possible to design dynamic and flexible
interfaces, the user does not have to do the by now typical html ‘jump’ from page
to page. Proper terms for such screen spaces have been proposed, such as
canvas (Fagerjord 2003), or stage (Laurel 1993, Davis 2003), but these
metaphors still depend too much on earlier modes of communication.
Both html and Flash sites contain categories, main menus, sub menus,
but sites coded in html all lead to different ‘pages’, while Flash sites may not.
Recent Flash sites have a different spatial design of screen space from html
designs. Even if the organization of sites designed in Flash may be aesthetically
novel in terms of layout, movement and representation of relations, the
underlying information structure borrows from existing convention in HTML.
Sites designed in Flash and html may therefore have potentially different
aesthetic, temporal and kinetic qualities and may provide different user
experiences. Though Flash sites may provide continuity in transitions as the user
interacts with the site, the html ones does not support this in the same extent.
While all the ‘pages’ in a html web, (except when using frames) must be loaded
every time the user follows a link leading out of a ‘page’, this fragmentation may
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be avoided in Flash designs. As html ‘pages’ are static, but may contain dynamic
content, they differs from kinetically designs containing various media types and
content. Where as Flash provide a means for multi presence screen dynamics,
html provides the replacement of ‘page’. Contemporary Flash sites may mix
Flash and html, but does not give an impression that the Flash parts are simply
added to a page; they are part of an integrated and coherent design. These
qualities will be discussed in the examples below.
Into the integrated Flash interface
The still below is taken from www.praystation.com, a site where the
acknowledged designer Joshua Davis presents his newest projects, his calendar
of activities, news etc.

Figure 2. Still from Joshua Davis - www.praystation.com
In this apparently crisp graphic design, multiple elements, media types, and
modes of representation co-occur within the same screen-space. This site
exemplifies the transition from the electronic ‘page’ to an integrated ‘space’. The
left menus control the content, which is displayed inside the window on the right
side of the screen, and the content related to the chosen menu is replaced and
continued. For users with large screens, the site can be horizontally stretched. In
this web, the ‘page’ is transformed into an integrated design. The user does not
need to leave this environment, and there is no discontinuity when the user
follows a link, there are no new ‘pages’, which must be loaded. The links within
such a site usually lead to an object that is fetched for display within the
environment itself. That is, the link does not lead to another ‘page’, but it creates
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a slight change within the interface. In ‘praystation’ the dynamic created by the
tunnels and intros in earlier sites using Flash is now integrated in to the structure
of the interface design, there by exemplifying that this site departed left the paper
metaphor, both aesthetically and structurally.
Overview
A principle that underlies many recent Flash designs is the possibility of a quick
overview. This saves the user the effort of clicking through several menus and
waiting for the upload of new pages to obtain the overview necessary for
choosing where to go next. The web site polarfront.com (see Figure 3. below)
exemplifies how to provide an alternative site map as the main organizational
metaphor by representing the internal relations between the content spatially.
The site is designed in Flash, and organized in Topic Maps. This site avoids the
discontinuity of the loading of a new ‘page’ every time the user follows a link, and
provides a spatially coherent interface, without the discontinuity followed by
navigating between a set of linked electronic documents.

Fig 3. The’ polarfront’ site, designed by Even Westvang explores spatial
representations of related content. (www.polarfront.org/polarfront.html)
Site maps were widely popular in early html designs, and were used for providing
users with an overview of the ‘documents’. They are often redundant in
successful, contemporary integrated Flash interface designs.
Introducing the smorgasbord metaphor
Interface design based on overviews, and spatial and visual continuity for the
user, may be connected to a different metaphor, namely the smorgasbord.
Drawing from my Scandinavian culinary and design heritage, the content in a
smorgasbord site is on display, and the user can get a quick overview, and pick
and choose between the different content without first going through the whole
6

menu. An example of such a site, designed on the idea of the smorgasbord, can
be found in the BallectroWeb , which I co-designed (see figure 4).

Fig. 4. Extract from the ‘BallectroWeb’ (www.intermedia.uio.no/ballectro).
Here the user has access to 80 different videos represented by
thumbnails, organized in a scroll bar. The user can easily get an overview of the
content, and make informed choices than only through word-based menus. All
the files available from the server are fetched and displayed in designated areas
of the screen. The material in this site (80 short videos, 80 pictures, 200 texts) is
designed to fit into one single screen space. This design aims to provide a quick
overview, and by a kinetic three part horizontal menu below the thumbnails, the
user can access the content from three different thematically angled viewpoints.
This design, tailored for a body of content representing a chronological process
seen from three different perspectives, benefited from the dynamics possible in
Flash.
Conclusion
At the micro level of Flash interface design, there is a tendency toward the
integration of ‘page’ and ‘content’ into unities that may be described as coherent,
continuous and kinetic interface designs. The application Flash has played a
central role in bringing movement into the design of web interfaces. The design
of Flash sites in which the user is not really navigating between ‘pages’ but is
confined to one screen space asks that we develop terms not derived from
navigation metaphors but which take into account more locally generated
coherence. Flash has become a tool for designers trying out conceptions of web
interfaces and aesthetics other than those inherited from the technology of the
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book. We may say that the shift from the ‘page’ to the kinetic interface needs to
be reflected in the discussions we employ in our use and critique of the web.
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